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Abstract. Time-dependent flows of viscous incompressible immiscible fluids are
studied in the limit of vanishing Reynolds numbers. The velocity fields associated to
each fluid solve Stokes equations in a time-dependent domain. Classical immiscibility
conditions on the varying fluids interfaces are taken into account by a new formulation
of the problem: the viscosity solves a transport equation and the velocity field solves a
Stokes problem with this nonconstant viscosity. This formulation, based on the use of a
pseudoconcentration function, has already been used for numerical computations (see [9]
and [4]). For this nonlinear system of equations, existence of solutions is proved, using
the Schauder fixed point theorem and the concept of renormalized solutions introduced
recently by R. J. DiPerna and P. L. Lions.

1. Introduction. Fluids interface computation has received increasing attention in
recent years in the domain of polymer processing because of the proliferation of products
that are manufactured using various coating and multi-layer extrusion technologies. Co-
extrusion, i.e., extrusion of several polymers, is important in the polymer industry since
it can lead to more economical production of flat film than the conventional lamination.
This allows one to obtain products combining properties of different polymers such as
low cost, surface aspect, or impermeability (barrier materials). In this case, due to the
high viscosity of polymer melts, the Reynolds number vanishes. Other factors such as
density differences and tension between interfaces may also play a role but are considered
as negligible in polymer processing;

From a numerical point of view, to compute fluid interfaces, at least two strategies
are possible: tracking and capturing. The first strategy tracks the interface and requires
full or partial remeshing of the domain in order to follow the interface with iteration
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or time. On the other hand, the capturing strategy requires a single mesh and the
different interfaces are determined by the pseudoconcentration function computed in the
whole domain. This however requires the solution of a supplementary partial differential
equation of hyperbolic type. This strategy was adopted in the volume of fluid method
(VOF) of Hirt and Nichols ([10]). The reader is referred to the paper of Shen ([9]) for a
review of these methods in the context of injection moulding.

Prom a mathematical point of view, the flow of N fluids occupying time-dependent
subdomains fifc(f), k = 1,..., N, of a fixed domain C RD, D — 2 or 3, is considered.
In each subdomain the fluid behaviour, i.e., the relationship between the strain and
stress tensors, incompressibility and equilibrium, neglecting inertia forces, lead to the
Stokes equations. At the interfaces, transmission conditions are the continuity of the
velocity and the normal component of the stress tensor. These conditions are obtained
by variational considerations. The nonmiscibility condition at interfaces is shown to be
equivalent to a transport equation on the whole domain for the viscosity, or of other
rheological constants in the case of more complex rheology. The aim of this paper is
to derive existence of weak solutions for the nonlinear system of equations obtained
by coupling this transport equation with Stokes equations. Unfortunately, smoothness
properties of the velocity field do not allow one to obtain a classical solution for the
transport equation. Therefore, using the concept of renormalized solutions introduced
by R. J. DiPerna and P. L. Lions is necessary (see [3]). New difficulties arise when dealing
with boundary conditions. They are overcome by constructing "extended" solutions. It
allows the precise control of the incoming and outgoing fluxes. Then the existence proof
of solutions for the coupled system is obtained by means of the Schauder fixed point
theorem. The compactness property of the map, whose fixed points are solutions of the
multi-fluid problem, is proved thanks to a compensated compactness lemma. We point
out that this technique applies for the full incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. A
further paper will present results in this direction.

In Sec. 2, we derive the weak formulation we use, with classical interface conditions
and present the main result. Section 3 is devoted to the Stokes problem with a given
nonconstant viscosity. We prove a uniqueness and existence result for this linear problem,
with standard techniques. Section 4 deals with the transport problem when the velocity
fields are not assumed to be Lipschitz. We prove existence and uniqueness of extended
solutions by means of techniques developed in [3]. Finally, Sec. 5 concludes the paper by
giving a proof of the main theorem. This proof is based on results derived in the previous
sections and on compensated compactness techniques.

2. The multi-fluid Stokes problem. Let us consider N viscous fluids with viscosi-
ties r/k (1 < k < N, r]i < rj2 <••■<??n) flowing in an open set fl of RD. The kth fluid
occupies at time t the open subdomain flk(t). Denote by uk(t,x) the velocity vector
(x £ flk(t)). The velocity is globally defined on Q by

u = uk(t,x) for x e f2k(t), k = 1,... ,7V.
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In the following, letters without subscripts, such as 7, denote functions defined on the
whole domain f2, and the same letters with subscripts, such as 7^, denote the restriction
of these functions to the subdomains flk(t), k = 1,..., N.

2.1. Stokes equations. The strain tensor e is defined by

e(ufc) = i(Vufc + Vu[), xef2fc(i). (2.1)

The fluid incompressibility is expressed by

div(ufc) = 0 or Tr(£(ufc)) = 0.

The Newtonian behaviour gives the constitutive equation for the stress tensor crk\

crk = 2r)ke(uk) - pkId. (2.2)

Inertia being neglected and gravity not considered, the equilibrium equation is

div(crfc) = 0. (2.3)

Stokes equations are classically obtained by substituting Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) in the
previous equation and using that uk is divergence free:

rjkAuk - Vpk = 0, div(ufc) = 0. (2.4)

2.2. Transmission conditions. Denote by hm(i) an interface between fluids k and I.
The classical transmission conditions are the continuity of the velocity u and of the
normal component of the stress tensor at the interface:

ufc(£,x) = u;(t,x), x€hm(t), (2.5)

crk(t,x) ■ n = cri{t,-x) • n, x £ hm(t). (2.6)

The vector n is the normal in hm at point x and time t. These conditions correspond
to those obtained in multi-material elasticity (see [1]). Let us remark that if (2.5) is
interpreted for almost every i as a trace equality in H1^2(hm(t)) and if the functions
u/,. belong to Hl (£lk(t)), then u belongs to H^(Q). In the same way, the continuity
of the stress normal component (2.6), interpreted for almost every t as an equality in
H~1/2(hm(t)), implies that the "globally" defined stress tensor a belongs to H = {cr e
(L2(fi))6; div(er) = 0 in D'(fi)}. These remarks will allow us to derive a weak formulation
of the multi-fluid problem. Indeed, we have

Lemma 2.1. Let flm be Lipschitz bounded subsets of a bounded set Q = Um=i and
let 77 be the function defined by r) — r]m on fim. Then for every p in L2(f2) and u in
i?1(f2), the following propositions are equivalent:

(i) cr = r]£(u) — pId, div(cr) = 0, div(u) = 0.
(ii) 7?fcAufc - Vpk — 0 in div(uk) = 0 in nk,

^k/hm ^1/hm in H ^"(hm),

o-fc • n/hm = O"; ■ n/hm in .H""1/2(hm).
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2.3. The immiscibility condition. Define

II = [0,T\ x $1; n,t = {(f,x) such that 0 < t < T and x G f2fc(f)},
Hm = {(f) x) such that 0 < t < T and x G hm(f)}.

Denote by N the normal to life at the boundary and U = (l,u(f,x)). For the time-
dependent case, the immiscibility condition is classically written (see [1]):

U • N = 0, for(f,x)eHm. (2.7)

The interface Hm is locally described as the graph of a Lipschitz function h:

Xd — h(t, x') with x = (xd, x')

and

u = (wd,u'), x' € u'(x) E R°~l.

The previous equation becomes

— -ud + u'-Vx,h = 0. (2.8)

Let us define the viscosity function as

r](t,x) = T]k ifxefifc(f). (2.9)

These conditions at the interfaces can be expressed as a weak formulation of a transport
equation of the viscosity on the whole domain:

dn— +u-V?? = 0, (t,x)ell. (2.10)

In order to give a precise mathematical meaning to these statements, we first derive a
trace property.

Lemma 2.2. Let life be a Lipschitz bounded set of II:

nfc = {(f,x) e RD+\t e (o,t),x e ftfc(f)}.

Then there is a continuous trace mapping r\- from Vi (IT^) onto Vi/2(9IIfc), where V\ (IT/;)
and V\/2{dXlk) are defined in the following way:

Vi(IIfe) = {u/nfc;u e L°°(0,T-,(H\n))D)},

V1/2(dUk) ={vo^;v€ L°°(0, T; (H'^(dB,))0)},

with

Bi = {x € Rd; |x| < 1}, € Lip([0,T] x Bi;IIfc), ip is one-to-one and onto.

Proof. Denote by 7 the trace mapping from (Hl(B\))D into (Hl/2(dBi))D. I\. is
defined by

Tfc(ufc) = 7(ufe 01/)"1) ot/>, Ufc G Vi(IIfc).

The equivalence between (2.7) and (2.10) is expressed in

Lemma 2.3. Assume that life, k = 1,..., N, are Lipschitz domains and that u belongs
to L°°(0,T; (H1^))0). Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) rfc(ufc) • N = 0 = r,(ui) • N on Hm;
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(ii) |^+u- V77 = 0 in -D'(II).

Proof. In a weak sense Eq. (2.10) means

J ~*~U dtdx = J r)(\J ■ Vt,x<p) dtdx = 0 for every ip in C™(II). (2.11)

If, for example, N = 2 and II = III U II2 U H and if the interface H is smooth, (2.11)
becomes, since 1p vanishes on the boundary of II:

J ^ U dtdx + J V + u ' dtdx = 0.

Using the divergence theorem and Lemma 2.2, we obtain

(vi ~ V2) / U • Nipdtdx = 0 for every ip in C£°(II),
Jh

which concludes the proof.
Hence, the multi-fluid Stokes problem can be written as a Stokes problem with a

variable viscosity, coupled with a transport equation for the viscosity. Indeed, combining
Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2 we obtain:

Proposition 2.1. Assume that the subdomains 11^ = {(£,x) 6 II;r/(i,x) = r]k} are
Lipschitz. Then the following properties are equivalent:

(i) ufc e Vi(iifc), pk g Vb(nfc),
T)kAu/c - Vp/c = 0 in nfc, div(ufc) = 0 in IIfc,
rfc(ufc) = Ti(ui) on Hm,
rfc(Ufc) • N = r,(u,) • N = 0 on Hm,
£k/ank • N = 0 = Sj/an, • N on Hm,

where U = '(l.u),!) = t(l,cr),a = r]e(u) — pId, and £fc/anfe denotes the trace of £ in
H-^idTTu).

(ii) u G L°°(0, T; p € L°°(0, T;L2(f2)),
div(^e(u) — pld) = 0, div(u) = 0,
fa + u • Vry = 0 in II.

We shall use (ii) as a weak formulation of the multi-fluid problem.

Remark. The strict equivalence between (i) and (ii) is only obtained when the inter-
faces are assumed to be smooth. But in the following we will construct a weak solution
of (ii). Especially, the viscosity rj only belongs to L°°(II). Therefore, the subdomains
IIfc = r/_1(?7fc) have no reason to be smooth. Fractal interfaces may occur. Then inter-
facial transmission conditions (i) would no longer have any meaning. However, even in
that situation, weak solutions of (ii) are mechanically admissible. Indeed, the rheological
constant r] is always transported by the fluid as it is expressed by the transport equation
and through every smooth surface there is continuity of velocities and of the normal
component of the stress tensor, in the sense of traces in H1'2 and H~1/2 respectively.

We now state the main result of this paper:
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Theorem 2.1. Let be a bounded Lipschitz open set of RD, whose boundary dfl splits
into

9fl = rinur0urout, (2.12)

where Fin and Fout are separated from each other. That means that there exist two open
sets f2jn and f2out such that

Fjn G i F0ut G ^out? ^in ^ ^out — 0- (2.13)

Let uo £ L2((0, oo) x <90) be such that there exists Uq G L°°(0, oo; C^(RD)) verifying

Uo = u0 on (0, oo) x dfl, div(Uo) = 0,

u0 • n < o, t > o, x e rin,
Uo ■ n = 0, t >0, x G r0, (2.14)

Uo ■ n > 0, t > 0, X G Tout,

where n denotes the outward normal on <90. Let 0 < r/i < ■ ■ ■ < r)n, and r/o and r)in
belonging to L°°(fi) and L°°((0,oo) x Tjn) respectively, be such that

(Vo,ilin) G {Vi, ■■■,Vn} a.e. (2.15)

Then there is at least one solution (u, r],p) of the coupled system of equations:

div(r/(t, x)(Vu + Vu')) = Vp, £>0,xg!T2,
div(u) = 0, t > 0, x G fl, (2.16)

u = uo, f>0,xe <90,

and

dri
— + u ■ Vrj = 0, t > 0, x G O,

r) = r]o, £ = C),xgO, (2-17)

v — Vin, t> o,xerin,

that satisfy

u G L°°(0, oo; (Hl(Q))D), (2.18)

V G L°°((0, oo) x O), 77 G {771,. .., rin} a.e., (2-19)

pG L2(0,oo;L2(0)). (2.20)

Before proving this theorem, let us study separately the two problems (2.16) and
(2.17). This is the object of the following sections.
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3. The Stokes problem with a given nonconstant viscosity. In this section we
assume that is a Lipschitz bounded set of RD. We are concerned with the following
Stokes problem:

Find u G (H1 (fl))D,p G Lq(Q), such that

7<U) = U°' (3.1)
div(u) = 0, x G f2,

div(7?(x)(Vu + Vu')) = Vp, in (H_1(ft))D

The space L^(yi) is defined by

Ly(f2) = {pG L2(fl) such that / pdx = 0}.
Jn

The operator 7 denotes the trace mapping from Hx(f2) onto H1^2(dQ,). We assume that
u0 is the trace of some divergence free function U0 belonging to

u0=7(U0), Uo G (Hl(Q,))D, div(Uo) = 0. (3.2)

Remark. If Q, is smooth, let us say with a C2 boundary then a necessary and suffi-
cient condition in order that there exist a function Uq satisfying (3.2) is

Uq G H>/,2(dn), ( u0do"(x)=0,
J dilk

where dflk are the connected components of the boundary. Assumption (3.2) is the usual
one for obtaining an existence and uniqueness result for the Stokes problem (see [8]).

Theorem 3.1. Let 77 be a bounded function such that

77 G 0 < rfi < t?(x) < r]N < 00, (3.3)

and let Uo satisfy (3.2) for some function Uo- Then there exists a unique solution (u,p)
of the Stokes problem (3.1). Moreover,

— 2^)v/^||uo||w (3-4)

where C(Q) is a Poincare constant.

Proof. We introduce the space

V = {v G (//q1 (ft))D; div(v) = 0}, (3.5)

which is a closed subspace of (ifg(fi))D. Then an equivalent problem to (3.1) is
Find u = Uo + v, v G V, such that:

/ t]e(v) : e(w) dx -\- ?7£(Uo) : e(w) dx = 0 for any w G V. (3.6)
Jn Jn

It is easy to check that the bilinear form appearing in (3.6) is coercive, thanks to:

Lemma (Korn's inequality). Let be a Lipschitz bounded set. Then for any function
v in V,

e(v) : e{y)dx > ^||Vv||(L2(n))8 > ° ^ ||v||(gi(n))d. (3.7)L
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For a proof of this lemma we refer to [7]. We only point out that we have to assume
that ft is Lipschitz. Indeed, under such regularity, V is the closure in (H(\ (ft))" of the
space of functions v of (Cq°((~1))d such that div(v) = 0 (see [8]), for which (3.7) is easily
checked. Hence we obtain existence and uniqueness of a solution of (3.6) that satisfies
(3.4). As usual the result for p is obtained by considering

/ = div(7je(u)),

that is bounded in /f_1(ft) and satisfies

(/, v) = 0 for any v in V.

Then there exists a unique p in Lq(S}) such that (see [8])

f = Vp.

4. Transport equations with a non-Lipschitz convective field. Let ft be a
Lipschitz bounded set of RD, whose boundary is split into three connected components
Tin,To, and rout. Let us study the following transport problem:

Find rj € L°°((0, oo) x ft) such that
dri_+u-Vt7 = 0, t> 0,xe!!, (41)

T] — Vini t ^ 0, X E Tin,
»7(0,x) = 7?o(x), x£ [).

An existence and uniqueness result for (4.1) is classical when the velocity field u belongs
to Ll(0, T;Lip(ft)). It is obtained by the method of characteristics (see [2]). However, in
the coupled problem, the natural set for u is the space L°°(0,oo; (Hl(ft))D nN(div)). In
this framework the only available result is due to DiPerna and Lions [3]. They proved the
existence and uniqueness result of a weak solution of (4.1) for the Cauchy problem, with
ft = RD, under the weak assumptions u € L^O, T; IV1J)'c1(!r2)),div(u) G L1(0, T; L°°(f2)).
In order to do that, they introduced the new concept of renormalized solutions. Here we
have to extend their result to boundary value problems. First we introduce a class of
admissible velocity fields:

U = {u € L°°(0, T; (H1 (ft))0) such that div(u) = 0,7(u) = 7(U0)}, (4.2)

where Uo G L°°(0,T; (Cq(Rd))d) and satisfies

div(Uo) = 0,
Uo • n < 0, xerin,

(4.3)U0 • n = 0, xer0,

Uo n > 0, xG rout,

where n denotes the outward normal. Then we introduce the space of test functions:

T = W € C0°°(i?D+1);^,x) = 0,t > 0,x € rout},

and the following definitions:
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Definition 4.1. Let u be in U. Then a weak solution of (4.1) is a function rj £
L°°((0, oo) x fl) such that

/ / 77 + U V</?) dtdX = J

- / 77in(£,x)<p(£,x)|uo • n|dcr(a;)^
•/O Jfin

for every tp in T.

Definition 4.2. Let u be in U. Then a renormalized solution of (4.1) is a function
77 e L°°((0,00) x fi) such that, for any (3 in C^-R), ^(77) is a weak solution of (4.1) with
the Cauchy data (3(r]o) and the boundary data /3(rj;n).

In these definitions, we have extensively used the fact that u is divergence free. Then
it is easy to verify that, if u and rj are smooth, 77 is a renormalized solution of (4.1). These
definitions are not sufficient to control the outgoing flux of the solutions. Therefore, we
introduce an auxiliary problem. We first assume that F;n and rout are separated from
each other: there exist two open sets fiin and Slout such that

Tin ^ini Tout ^out > ^in Fl ^out — 0-

Then we extend the velocity field u in the following way. Let 9in and 0out be two
functions of Cq°(Rd+1) that satisfy, for some open sets and wollt such that r,n c wjn
and rout ^out)

0in = 1 for X e Win, #in =0 for X ^ fiin,

^out — 1 for X G U)oUt, ^out — 0 for X ^ ^out •

Define u by

u =u, x e n,
U —Uo(^in ~t~ $out)i X ^ 0.

(4.5)

Then

Lemma 4.1. The velocity field u satisfies

u € L°°(0,T; H^R0)), div(u) e L°°((0, T) x fi),
u = 0, x ^ U nin U fiout •

Definition 4.3. An extended solution of (4.1) is a weak solution of

Find T] 6 L°°((0, oo) x (fi U f20ut)) such that

^+u-V?7 = 0, t > 0, x G ft U £lout, ^4
l(t,x) = r)in{t,x), t> 0,xerin,
r?(0,x) = %(x), XGfiUfiout,

with T7o(x) = T)o(x) if x G and fjo(x) = rji if x ^ fl.
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Notice that for this problem there is no longer any part of the boundary where the
field u is outward. Therefore, a weak extended solution satisfies

nJo J nun,,
t] ( ^ + u • ) dtdx

(4.7)f pOO r \ /

= / f)o{-K)<p{0,x) dx + / / ?7in(i,x)(^(i,x)|u0 ■ n| da(x) dt
Jnuiioul Jo J rin

for every ip in C^°(i?D+1).
Of course an extended solution of (4.1) is a weak solution.

Theorem 4.1. Let u be a vector field in V, and rj0 and r]m be functions such that

vo eL°°(Si), i)ineL°°((o,r)x rin),
Vo e {Vi,---,Vn}, n in e {ifr, ■ ■ ■ ,T]n} a.e.

Then the problem (4.1) has a unique weak extended solution. Moreover, this weak
extended solution is a renormalized solution and satisfies

7] £ W1'00^, T; Lp{Sl)), p< oo, (4.8)

Vo e {m,---,Vn} a.e. (4.9)

It has a trace r/out on rout that belongs to L°°(rout), and

[ ri2(t,x)dx+ [ [ r)lut(s,x.)\u0-n\dcr(x)ds
J £1 J0 JFout

= [ 7/o(x)ote+ I [ rjfn(s,x)|u0 • n| da(x) ds.
Jn Jo Jrin

(4.10)
If u is smooth, a characteristics method is available for solving (4.1), and then (4.9) and
(4.10) are easily obtained (see [2]).

Proof. We begin with the existence result. First we consider a regularized sequence Ufc
defined as follows. Since the restriction of u — Uo to $7 belongs to L°°(0, T; V), there is a
sequence v^. in C§°(R x fi) such that div(vt) = 0 and v^- —> u — U0 in Lp(0, T; Hq (f2)),
with p < oo. Then we define

Ufc = Vfc + U0, for x e SI,

Ufc =Uo(0in + 0out), for X $. SI.

It is easy to check that ufc belongs to L°°(0,T;Cq(Rd)). By a characteristics method
we obtain a bounded sequence of solutions rjk of (4.6) associated with the velocity field
Ufc. Then it is easy to pass to the limit in (4.7) for a subsequence r/k that converges in
L°°((0,r) x Si) weak *. To prove uniqueness, let us consider a solution of (4.7) with
770 = 0,77;n = 0. We extend it by 0 outside SI and obtain

r][ ^+V-(u"¥>)J dtdx = 0. (4.11)LRD+1 dt
Then the result of [3, Theorem II.2] applies, which yields r] = 0. Now we prove that
an extended solution of (4.1) is a renormalized solution. Following [3], we introduce a
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regularized sequence

p£(x) = ^p(-), peC^°(RD), f pdx = 1,£ \£/ JRD

and we recall a result due to Friedrichs [5] (see also [3]).

Lemma 4.2. Let u in L2(0,T; {H^R0))0) and fj in L°°((0,T) x R°). Then

r£ = u • V(t7 * p£) — (u • V?)) * —> 0 in L2(0, T; Lfoc(RD)).

Let now 77 be an extended solution of (4.1). The first step is to extend r/ by a function
f) of L°°((0, T) x RD) that satisfies

^+u-Vry = 0, t>0, x e R°. (4.12)

For that, we solve a "backward problem". Let to — — fl. We solve

dfj
— + u • V?) = 0, t G (0,T), x G w,

fj(T, x) = 0, x G u>, (4-13)
= rjin(t,x), t e (o,t), x e rin.

We point out that a solution of (4.13) is given by the preceding proof of existence and
that

U = 0, X G diO — rin.

Therefore, for every function <p in Co°((0,T) x RD),

J fiv(^ + y-('>1<P)SJdtdx = -f J ?7in(i,x)i/?(i,x)|uo • n\da{x)dt. (4.14)
Then we define fj by

77 = 77, t G (0, T), x G fiUSlout,
77 = 77, t e (0, T), xEw,

fj — 0, t G (0, T), x ^ U fiout U fiin.

It follows from (4.7) and (4.14) that fj satisfies (4.12). Define

rjs — fj * p£.

We have

^+u-V7f=r£, tG(0,T), x&Rd.

But rf is smooth with respect to t and x, since = —(u • Vfj) * p£. Therefore,

J^(/?(?7£)) + u- V/?(t7£) =rEp'(r]E), te(0,T), xGflD, (4.15)

for every function f3 in Cl(R). Using Lemma 4.2, we pass to the limit and obtain

^_(P{fj)) + u ■ S7P{fj) =0 in Cq°((0, T) x RD).
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It remains to study the traces of the sequence (3{r]£) in order to determine the traces of
/3(r]). Choosing (3(t) — t2 in (4.15) we obtain

|((>f - V6)2) + u • V((rf - r,6)2) = 2(rE - rsM ~ V6)-

Let a be a nonnegative function in Cq°(R) such that

a — 0 for t > T, a — 1 for 0 < t < T* < T.

Hence

[ [ 77in(»?e — ̂ 7<S)2|uo - n|a(t) dcr(x) dt = f f (rjE - r]S)2(a'(t) + V • u) dx dt
J 0 J Tin J 0 •/f(5ur2out

+ f (fjo * pe - fjo * p6)2 dx + 2 [ f (f]e -rjb)(rE - r6)a(t) dx dt.
J l~2Ul"2out J 0 J Qufiout

This proves that the trace of rf on Virl is a Cauchy sequence of the Hilbert space
L2(0,T*;L2(rin;|uo ■ n| da(x))). Since this sequence is bounded, it converges in this
space towards a bounded function fjln. The same integration on f2out proves that the
trace of r]e converges in L2(0, T*\i2(rout; |uo • n| dcr(x))) towards a bounded function
r]out- Then using the weak formulation

nJo Jn
+ V • (U,)) dtdx

— f f /3'(r]£)re(pdt dx + f (3(f]0 * pE)(-x)ip(0,-x.) dtdx
Jo Jn Jn

+
r r (4.16)
/ / f3(ri£)<p(t, x) |u0 ■ n| da{x)dt

Jo J rin

~f [ f3(r]e)(p(t,x.)\uo ■ n\da{x) dt,
Jo Jrout

we pass to the limit and obtain that P(rj) is a weak solution of (4.1) with the data (3(f)o),
But taking fi(t) = t gives fjln = r]in. This proves that r] is a renormalized solution.

Moreover, it has a bounded trace tjout on rout. Taking </? = a(t) on fi in (4.16) and
passing to the limit gives

[ a'(t) [ f3(r])(t,x) dtdx = f /3(r?0)(x)dx
Jo Jn Jn

rOC p /»00 r

+ / / /3{r]in)a(t)\u0 ■ n\da(x) dt - / f3{riout)a(t)\uo ■ n| dcr(x) dt.
Jo Jrin Jo Jt out

Choosing (3{t) = \t\p, it follows that r)(t, -)lp(Q) belongs to WAl,oo(0,T). The above
formula with /3(t) = t2 leads also to (4.10). To prove that r] takes its value in {771,..., r]n},
we consider a function /3, positive except for the value rjl : /3(r/,) = 0, i — 1,..., N. Then
j3(rj) is an extended solution of (4.1) with vanishing data. It follows from the result of
uniqueness that /3(ri) — 0, a.e. This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.1. □
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5. Proof of the main theorem. Stokes problem (3.1) only provides some regularity
on the space derivatives of u, whereas the transport equation (4.1) gives some information
on the time derivative of 77. Therefore, some compensated compactness result seems to
be appropriate for passing to the limit in the nonlinear term 77u.

Lemma 5.1. Let (77™) and (vn) be two sequences uniformly bounded respectively in
L2((0, T) x ft) and L2(0, T\ Hq{£1))d) such that

77" —>■ 77 in L2((0, T) x ft) weak,

vn —v in L2(0,T; (Hq(Q))d) weak.

If is bounded in L2(0,T; //_1(ft)), then up to a subsequence, 77nun converges to 7711
in (Co°((0, T) x ft))'.

Proof. (77™) and (^r) being bounded in L2(0, T; L2(ft)) and L2(0, T; i/_1(ft)) respec-
tively, Aubin's Lemma ([6]) implies that there is a subsequence of (77™) converging to 77
in L2(0, T; i/_1(ft)). We notice that the convergence of 77™ to 77 in L2((0, T); if_1(ft))
and the weak convergence of v™ to v in L2(0, T; (Hq(Q))d) lead to the convergence of
77nvn to 7?u in (Cq°((0, T) x ft))'.

Corollary 5.1. If un weakly converges to u in L2(0,T; (jtf1(ft))D) and (77™) is the
solution of Theorem 4.1 associated with un, then (77™) converges in L2((0, T) x ft) to the
solution of Theorem 4.1 associated with u.

Proof. Introduce the norm

t 11/2
IMU2((o,T)xft) + / (T-t)f ?7oUt|u • n| da(x) dt (5.1)

u </o ^rout

and the space

X - L2((0, T) x ft)) n L2(0, T; L2(rout; |u0 • n| da(x))),

provided with this norm ||| |||. Thanks to (4.10), (77™) is bounded in X. So, up to
a subsequence, it weakly converges to some 77 in X. Lemma 5.1 applies to (rf1) and
(u™ — Uo), since

^ = -V-(7,"u") (5.2)

is bounded in L2(0,T; /f_1(ft)). But r]nTJo 77U0 in L°° weak star; therefore, 77nun
77U in (C^°((0,T) x ft))'. Then, passing to the limit in the formulation (4.7), we obtain
that 77 is the extended solution of (4.1) associated with the velocity field u. It follows
that the whole sequence weakly converges to 77. We also conclude from (4.10) that

(5.3)

Since the norm ||| ||| is strictly convex, this leads to the strong convergence of t]n to 77.
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Let us now prove the main result:
Theorem 2.1 results from the existence of a fixed point for a map F by means of the

Schauder theorem. This map is defined in the following way:
Let C be the convex set of L2((0, T) x fi) defined by

C = {rj € L°°((0,T) x fi) such that 0 < 771 < r](x,t) < t]n a.e.}. (5.4)

For every 77 in C, let u be the unique solution of the Stokes problem associated to 77,
given by Theorem 3.1. Then /.t = F{rj) is defined as the unique extended solution given
by Theorem 4.1, with an extended velocity field u defined as in (4.5). It follows from
(4.9) that F maps C onto itself.

First we prove that F is continuous: (77™) being a sequence of C converging to 77 in
L2((0, T) x f2), let un be the associated solution of (3.1), and {fin) — (F(rjn)). From (3.4),
(u") is bounded in L°°(0,T; (H1 (fi))D); so there is a subsequence (unp) and a u such
that (unp) weakly converges to u in L2(0,T; (H1(Si))D). Hence e(unp) weakly converges
to e(u) in (L2((0,T) x f2))6. The strong convergence of (T]n") to 77 in L2((0,T) x fi), as
well as the weak convergence of e(unp) to e(u) in L2((0, T) x S~2) imply the convergence of
77npe(url,,) to 776 (u) in L1((0,T)xfi). Therefore, passing to the limit in the Stokes problem
(3.1), we obtain that u is the solution of the Stokes problem associated with 77. Hence
u is unique; so the whole sequence (ura) weakly converges to u in L2(0,T;(Hl(n))D).
On the other hand, {F(rjn)) and (un) satisfy the assumptions of Corollary 5.1, so that
(F{r]n)) converges in L2((0,T) x Q.) to the solution of Theorem 4.1 associated with u,
that is, exactly F(r]).

We now prove the compactness of F: Let (77") be an arbitrary sequence in C. Then
the sequence of Stokes problem solutions (un) associated with (77™) is bounded in L2(0, T;
(H1^))0). Hence there is a subsequence (unp) weakly converging to some U in L2(0,T;

We conclude as above that, up to a subsequence, F{r]n) strongly converges
in L2((0, T) x fi) towards the extended solution of (4.1) associated with the velocity u.
It ends the proof of the compactness of F, as well as the proof of Theorem 2.1.
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